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Transmutation rates of Li, Be and F are calculated for a typical flibe
blanket. The results concluded that the transmutation rate of F is more than double
that of Be. Because of the high destruction rate of fluorine, there will be no flee
fluorine in the molten salt.

Therefore, experimental program to address the chemistry control of flibe
does not have to worry about the issues associated with fi-ee fluorine. Also, this
calculation defines the chemical of flibe after irradiation. This chemical state
needs to be simulated closely for the flibe chemistry control experiment.

Introduction:

Flibe is a molten salt of LiF and BeFz, which is a candidate for the breeding material and
coolant for D-T fusion reactors (1,2). One of the key problems for flibe fhsion reactor blankets is
caused by the transmutation of lithium and beryllium (3). The fluorine associated with the LiF
and BeF2 will be freed by these transmutations to form either free fluorine or hydrogen fluoride.
Both free fluorine and tritium fluoride are corrosive to structural materials. The bee fluorine is a
particular concern. While tritiurn fluoride will be compatible with some structural materials, free
fluorine is not compatible with any structural materials. Controlling the activities of free fluorine
and TF must be resolved if flibe is going to be used as the coolant and”breeding material in
fhsion systems.

Earlier work concerned the transmutation rates of lithium and beryllium (4). The
transmutation of lithium forms tritiurn, and tritium will combine with fluorine from LiF to form
tritium fluoride. On the other hand, the transmutation of Be forms He. Therefore, the F released
from the Be transmutation becomes iiee fluorine. Since free fluorine will react with any
structural material, its activity has to be controlled to an acceptable level. One of the possible
methods is to add Be into the flibe stream to combine the free fluorine back to BeF2. While this
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chemical reaction will proceed forward from thermodynamics consideration, there is no
assurance if the reaction rate is fast enough kinetically.

Recent work from a safety experiment called FLIQURE (5) concluded that the
transmutation rate of fluorine is rather high. If the transmutation rate of F is high enough, this
transmutation may offset the release of fluorine by the transmutation of Be. Since the molecular
form is BeF2, the transmutation rate of fluorine has to be at least two times as high as the
transmutation rate of the beryllium to eliminate al the free fluorine. If the transmutation rate of
fluorine is high enough to remove all the free fluorine, the only chemical compound we have to
worry about from the transmutation process will be tritium fluoride.

Neutronic calculations for a typical flibe blanket in fusion environment were performed
to determine the transmutation rate of the Li, Be and F in flibe. The transmutation rates were
used to determine the amount of free T, Li, F and Be produced. The results indicate that we will
have sufficient Be, freed from the transmutation of F, to react with the free F, formed from the
transmutation of Be. From these results, it can be concluded that, at least from mass balance
considerations, there will be no free fluorine in the salt after irradiation. This removes the
concern of corrosion by free fluorine. The only concern will be the corrosion by the TF. Since
TF is far less corrosive than free fluorine, this opens up more possibilities for the chemical
control process in flibe system.

Flibe Chemistry:
OSTI

Flibe is a molten salt of LiF and BeF2, which is the coolant for the Molten Salt Reactor
Experiment (MSRX) (6). While pure flibe is compatible with many different structural
materials, flibe can be very corrosive if there are impurities. For the fhsion and fission
applications, the impurities are introduced into the salt by the following transmutation reactions:

Those transmutations of Li and Be release the fluorine in the salt to form either free fluorine
or TF. For the breeder application, there is a build in REDOX (Reduction-Oxidation) to control
the F and TF activities:

UF3 + F -----S UF4 ‘
UF3 + TF ----~ UF4+ 0.5 T2

For fbsion system, a REDOX reaction has to be developed.

The corrosion process starts with the structural materials to be oxidized to form fluoride.
The metallic fluoride will be dissolved in the salt to be carried away, The free energy of
formation determines if an oxidation reaction will go forward. Therefore, the free energy of
formation of
flibe. Table 1

different fluorides provides a good indication if the material is compatible with
summarizes the free energy of formations of some metallic fluorides (6),



Table 1. Free Energies of Formation of Fluorides

NiF2 -55.3
VF3 -58.0
VFa -66.0
HF -66.2

FeF2 -66.5
NbFs -72.5

t CrF; I -75.2 1
I TaF;

I
-82.2

I TiF; I -85.4 I
BeF2 -106.9
LiF -125.2

As we go down this table, the salt becomes more stable, while the metallic element
becomes less stable. Both BeF2 and LiF are very stable, and will not react with any structural
materials to form metallic fluoride. HF is stable with Mo, W, Ni and maybe V. This is the reason
that the MSRX selected high Ni alloy as the structural material. However, free fluorine reacts
with all the materials on this table. This is the reason that the controlling of free fluorine in a
flibe system is so important.

Neutronic Results:

The FLIQURE experiment (.5) uses Ca-252 as neutron source to study activation issues
and its impact on safety. The results from FLIQURE calculations concluded that the
transmutation rate of F is about 7x109 atoms per hour, while the transmutation rate of Be is
1.lxIOG atoms per hour. The transmutation rate of F, under Ca-252 spectrum, is rather high, but
not high enough to destroy all the free F resulted from the transmutation of Be. Since the neutron
spectrum is fision reactor blanket is very different from the FLIQURE, the transmutation rates
of Be and F in fusion spectrum were calculated.

The neutronic model used to do this calculation assumes a 70 cm blanket with flibe only.
The chemical form of the flibe used is Li2BeF4. All the results are normalized to one DT neutron
source. The results of the calculation are summarized on Table 2. These destruction rates include
all transmutation reactions such as (n,alpha), (n,ct), (n,n’et), (n,p), (n,d), (n,t), (n,n’p). The
transmutation rates of all the constituents in flibe are listed on Table 3.



Table 2. Results of Neutronic Calculation

Tritium production rate in lithium 1.27
He production rates

From lithium 1.30
From Be 0.41
From fluorine 0.50
Total 2.21

H production rates
From lithium 1.30
From Be 0.003
From fluorine 0.102

t Total 1.41 I

Table 3. Transmutation Rates for Flibe Constituents

I Lithium destruction rate 1.33 I
I Be destruction rate

t
0.208

Fluorine destruction rate 0.602
Ratio of destruction rate of F to Be 2.9

The atomic balance of the transmutation products per DT fusion are summarized on
Table 4,

Table 4. Atomic Balance of the Transmutation Products

Free tritium 1.27
Free lithium (from F transmutation) 0.30
Free Fluorine

From lithium transmutation 1.33
From Be transmutation 0.22
Total 1.746

Free Be (from F transmutation) 0.15
Fluorine combined with T to form TF 1.27
Fluorine combined with F to form LiF 0.30
Free fluorine left 0.175
Be required to form BeF2 0.088
Extra Be after the formation of BeF2 0.062



From thk results, it can be concluded that there will be more than enough Be in the
transmutation product to react with all free fluorine to form BeF2, Similar conclusion was
obtained for flibe blanket that use separate Be multiplier to improve tritium breeding.

This is a very encouraging result. Free fluorine is one of the most difficult materials to
handle, and it will react with any structural material for the blanket and for the heat transport
system. This result concluded that, at least from mass balance and from thermodynamics point of
view, there would be no free fluorine in flibe. Also, there will be some extra Be in the system to
form as reducing agent to control other possible impurities in flibe. Therefore, we can stiely
assume that the blanket is in a reducing environment, which is advantageous from material
compatibility point of view. However, since there is extra Be to reduce the TF to the T2form, the
tritium partial pressure will be high, and tritium control will be an issue.

Conclusions:

The transmutation of Li and Be to form TF and free fluorine have been a concern to
cause materiaI compatibility issues between flibe under irradiation and structural materials, Of
particular concern is the formation of bee fluorine because it is very corrosive to all ,structural
materials. Neutronic calculations concluded that the destruction rate of fluorine is so high that
free fluorine will not exist in a fixsion reactor blanket. This result may reduce the concern about
the problems associated with flibe chemistry control process. If the kinetics of the combination
of Be and F to form BeF2 is fast enough, we will only have to worry about how to control the TF
activity, which is much less of a concern than the F2 activity.

Also, those results can be used to form the reference case for the experimental program to
assess the flibe chemistry control process. The species in the flibe system afier irradiation has
been defined. Therefore, it will be necessary to form the chemical state of the flibe to be similar
to that of Table 4.
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